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575 N Pastoria Ave | Sunnyvale, California, 94085 
408.733.2583 | www.bluerivert.com 

Position  Senior Mechanical Engineer 
Timing  Immediately 
Location Sunnyvale, CA 
 
About us and this position 

Blue River Technology serves the agricultural industry with revolutionary computer-vision based 
robotics designed to unlock greater crop yield potential.  Our proprietary systems perform a range of 
tasks, from making real-time plant thinning decisions to processing huge amounts of plant image data to 
generate useful metrics for plant breeders.  We envision a future where farmers use robotics to 
individually care for each plant in their fields.  We have begun by targeting vegetable crops grown locally 
here in California, and have been recently expanding our work to include a wider range of crops and 
geographies.  

Our team of 30+ comes from diverse backgrounds in robotics, computer vision, agriculture, and 
business.  We currently have two products on the market, both of which we operate as a per-acre 
service: (1) a lettuce-thinning implement operated in California and Arizona, and (2) a high throughput 
field-based phenotyping implement operated in the Midwest.  In addition to growing these products, we 
are developing new products expanding into new crops, operations and markets. 

We receive support and investment from venture capital firms, including Khosla Ventures and 
Data Collective.  We recently deployed a new generation lettuce-thinning system that is setting a new 
industry standard for precision and quality/safety. 
 
Requirements 

 BSME Degree.  Advanced degree a plus.  

 7+ years experience designing robust, commercial products in the agricultural, automotive or 
industrial automation industry  

 Experience with design and manufacture of electromechanical systems.  Design of hydraulic or 
pneumatic control systems a plus. 

 Strong CAD proficiency (preferably in SolidWorks)  

 Excellent communication skills 

 Product launch and DFM experience 

 Experience with analog and digital sensors, camera experience a plus 

 This position will require regular regional travel in California (~10%), and potentially occasional 
travel to the Midwest 
 

Blue River Technology takes pride in developing and promoting talent as an Equal 
Employment Opportunity employer. All qualified applicants will receive consideration for 
employment without regard to race, national origin, gender, age, religion, disability, veteran 
status, or any other category protected by law. By fostering a diverse business environment, 
Blue River welcomes opportunities to learn from each other, our customers, investors, 
suppliers, and business partners. 
 
Are you interested? 
Please send your resume to careers@bluerivert.com with “Senior Mechanical Engineer“ in the subject 
line and a brief explanation of why your interests and background match this position in the message. 
 


